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AN INTRODUCTION TO CARTAN GEOMETRIES 
RICHARD SHARPE 
ABSTRACT. This paper is an introduction to Cartan geometries, without proofs, 
giving a well-motivated definition, and describing the fundamental properties of these 
geometries. Three quite general structure theorems are given describing certain flat, 
constant curvature and symmetric geometries. Finally an example is given showing 
how the Stackel metrics arise in this context. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we describe the motivation for the definition of Cartan geometries 
and give some examples and applications. We assume an elementary knowledge of Lie 
groups and their algebras. A basic reference for all this material is our book [4]. 
In §2-§4 we give the definition and fundamental properties of Cartan geometries. In 
§3 we also show how Riemannian geometry is a special case of a Cartan geometry. 
In §5 we introduce the notion of "geometric orient ability" for use in §6 in descib-
ing the complete, torsion-free, geometrically oriented, flat geometries. These results 
may be interpreted as justification for the statement that Cartan geometries may be 
regarded as a common generalization of Klein geometries (homogeneous spaces) and 
Riemannian geometries, as pictured in the following diagram. 
Euclidean Geometry —•> Klein Geometries 
generalization 4 4 generalization 
Riemannian Geometry —> Cartan Geometries 
In §7 we describe the Cartan space forms and in in §8 we see how symmetric spaces 
arise and may be classified in this context. In the final §9 we derive the Stackel metrics 
as metrics that share their set of unparametrized geodesies with a "strongly distinct" 
metric. 
I would like to thank the organizers of the 21st Winter School 'Geometry and 
Physics' for the opportunity to present these lectures at Srni and for their support. 
Supported in part by NSERC grant OPG0004621. 
The paper is in final form and no version of it will be submitted elsewhere. 
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2. PRINCIPAL BUNDLES 
In this section we describe the basic properties of principal bundles of which the 
homogeneous spaces ("Klein geometries") are the prime examples. We end by defining 
"model geometries" which will be used as the models for Cartan geometries in §3, in 
analogy to the way that Euclidean space is a model for Riemannian geometry. 
Definition 2 .1 . A (right) principal bundle with (Lie) group H consists of 
• a manifold P 
• a free proper smooth right H-action P x H -> P 
The main facts about principal bundles are 
1. (Base Space) There is a unique smooth manifold structure on quotient space 
M = P/H such that the canonical map TT : P -> M is smooth. M is called the 
base space of the bundle, and we write H -> P -> M to denote the bundle. 
2. (Local Triviality) Each point of M has a neighborhood U C M such that there is 
a right II-equivariant diffeomorphism if) : -K~1(U) « U x H (a local trivialization 
of P) making the following diagram commute 
TT-^U) & UxH 
~\u \ / projc; 
U 
Given two such diffeomorphisms ^ 1 ^ 2 corresponding to open sets Ui,U2 C M, 
we may set UQ = U\ D U2 and obtain a right iI-equivariant diffeomorphism 9? = 
il>2 ° V î"1 : ^0 x II —> UQ x II commuting with the canonical projection to UQ. It 
follows that <p has the form <£>(u, h) = (u, k(u)h) for some smooth map k : UQ —> H. 
3. (Vector Fields) An element v G f) determines a certain vector field v^ on P in 
the following way: v determines a left invariant vector field £ff on H given by 
(^)h = (Lh)*v for h E iI, where F^ : II -> II is left multiplication by h. If 
0 : ?r-1(C/) » J7 x II is as in 2. above, we define ^ I T I - 1 ^ ) = fol{0,tf). It 
is easy to check (by varying the choice of local trivializations) that v* defines a 
vector field on the whole of P. 
Of course the most fundamental examples of principal bundles are the homogeneous 
spaces II C G-> G/II, where H is a closed subgroup of G. F. Klein noticed that all 
classical (Euclidean and non-Euclidean, but not Riemannian) geometry is the study 
of the geometry of these spaces. For this reason they are called Klein geometries and 
the pair (g, f)) a Klein pair. 
E x a m p l e 2.2. Euclidean geometry is the study of the homogeneous space G/iI , where 
G = { ( ! \)eGln+1(R) veR
n,AeOn(R)\ = Eucn(R) 
H = { (o A) €G/»+i(R) ^-eOn(R)} = o 
The group G is the group of Euclidean motions of Rn , and H is the subgroup fixing 
the origin. We have H C G and G/H = Rn , and the projection n : G - > R n maps 
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(*°) •-> v. The Lie algebras of these groups are 
9 = l(°v °A)e Mn+1(R) v 6 R » , A e o„(R)| = eucn(R) 
& = { ( o ° ) e M » + i W A e o » w } = °«(R) 
where on(R) denotes the space of skew symmetric n x n matrices. The adjoint action 
of H on g is conjugation: Ad(h)w = h~lwh. Note that the canonical decomposition 
g = f) © Rn is invariant under the adjoint action and .that this action of H on the Rn 
factor is just the standard left multiplication action. 
Example 2.3. (Real) projective geometry is the study of the homogeneous space 
G/H, where 
G = P S U . ( R ) = Sln+1(R)/Z where Z = { £ > > £ » + J » ^ 
ff = | / . € G | / . - - ( £ y ) ' A e R X } 
The group G is the group of projective motions of RF1, and H is the subgroup fixing 
the point [1:0: • • •: 0]. We have H C G and G/H = RF1. The projection n : G-> RF1 
maps (vA) i-> [A: ui: • • •: un]. The Lie algebras of these groups are 
9 = Psln+1(R) = 5[n+i(R) the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrices of trace 0 
* = { f c e f f | ( ; l ) ' a e R } 
The adjoint action of H on g is conjugation: Ad(h)w = h~lwh. 
We are going to be using Klein geometries as "flat model geometries" for the Cartan 
geometries to be introduced in §3. But for this purpose we will not need all the data 
that comes with a Klein geometry. So we make the definition: 
Definition 2.4. A model geometry consists of 
t A Klein pair (g, I)) which is effective (i.e., f) contains no non-zero ideal of g.) 
• A Lie group H with Lie algebra f). 
• A representation, denoted Ad : H—> Glue(~), extending the adjoint representa-
tion Adf, : H -> G/Lie(f)). 
It is clear how a Klein geometry (G, H) will give rise to a model geometry. 
Definition 2.5. A model is first order or higher order according as the homomorphism 
Ad : H -> G/(g/f)) is injective or not. It is primitive if f) is a maximal proper subalgebra 
of g. 
For example, while both the Euclidean and projective models are primitive, the 
Euclidean model is first order while the projective model is higher order. 
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Definition 2.6. A Klein pair (g, f)) is called reductive if there is an Ad(iI) submodule 
p C g such that g = I) © p.1 
The Euclidean model is reductive, while the projective model is not. 
A generalization of the notion of Klein geometry is: 
Definition 2.7. A locally Klein geometry is a triple (r, G,H) where 
• G is a Lie group 
• H C G is a closed subgroup 
• r C G is a subgroup acting by left multiplication on G/H as a group of covering 
transformations with T\G/H connected 
The space of the locally Klein geometry is T\G/H. 
Definition 2.8. We say the locally Klein geometry is geometrically orientecP if G is 
connected. 
3. THE MAURER-CARTAN FORM 
In this section we give properties of Lie groups that allow us to give a rough3 
characterization of homogeneous spaces. This sets the stage for the definition of Cartan 
geometries in §3. These geometries will be defined by dropping a two of the conditions 
characterizing homogeneous spaces. 
Definition 3.1. The (left) Maurer-Cartan form on G is a g-valued 1-form 
LJG : TG -> g defined by 
uG(v) = (L~%v where v £ TgG 
where Lg : G-±G denotes left multiplication by g (i.e., 7 i-r #7.) 
The geometry of this situation is pictured in the following diagram. 
The main facts about the Maurer-Cartan form are: 
1. Relation to tff. If v € g = TtG then w(Z„) = v everywhere. 
2. Invariance. L*CJ = u> and R*UJ = Ad(g~x)u; (where Rg^ = 70). 
3. Regularity. uG : TG -> g is an isomorphism for all g G G. 
*Of course such a decomposition, even if it exists, will not always be unique. The reader may 
consider the example g = son ©50„, with \) C 9 the diagonal copy of son. Then we have many choices 
for p, for example pi = son 0 0 and p2 = 0 0 son. 
2This notion will be generalized in definition 5.2. 
3The roughness will be removed in §6. 
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4. Completeness. For any smooth function / : R ->g, the vector field Xj on R x G 
given by ( K / ) ^ ) = ( f t ^ V W I * ) is complete4. 
5. Structural equation, or "flatness". du)Q + \[U)G^G] = 0, (Note that the 2-form 
[U)G,U)G] is defined by |[O;G,-^G](W,V) = [U>G(U),UG(V)].) 
6. "Darboux derivative". If / : M—rG is any smooth map, then the g-valued 1-
form on M given by u)/ = f*u)G also satisfies a version of the structural equation, 
namely du)j + \[UJ,U)J] = 0. 
7. Fundamental theorem of calculus. If u) : TM -> g is any 1-form on M satisfying 
the structural equation du) + |[^,u;] = 0, then there exists a locally defined 
function / : M-> G such that u) = f*u)c- Moreover / is uniquely defined up to 
left translation by a constant element of G. (If M is simply connected, then / is 
globally defined.) 
8. Monodromy. Let M and u; be as in 7. Let 7r : M —> M denotes the universal 
cover of Af, with group of covering transformations T. Then n*u) still satisfies 
the structural equation and we get a map / : Af -> G satisfying f*u)Q = n*u). If 
we fix a point XQ G M then the map T -> G mapping 7 i-> f('yxo)f(x0)~
1 is a 
homomorphism of groups called the monodromy representation. 
These facts lead to 
Theorem 3.2 (Characterization of Lie groups). Let P be a connected smooth man-
ifold and let g be a Lie algebra. Let u) be a Q-valued 1-form on P satisfying the 
conditions 
(a) u) : TP -> g is an isomorphism on each fibre. 
(0) du) + \[u;,u)] = 0. 
(7) u) is complete. 
Then 
(a) The universal cover it : G-t P has, for any choice of e G G, the structure of a 
Lie group with identity e, Lie algebra g, and Maurer-Cartan form ir*u). 
(b) The group of covering transformations ofir : G-> P is the subgroup of G which 
is the image of the monodromy representation. 
In the spirit of this characterization of Lie groups we may roughly5 describe a Klein 
geometry as consisting of: 
(A) a principal bundle H-> P-> M, equipped with 
(B) a g-valued 1-form u) on P 
having the properties 
(i) u) : TP->g is an isomorphism on each fibre. 
(ii) R*hu = Ad(/i-
1)a; for all h G H 
(iii) for each v G f) we have u)(v*) = v 
(iv) du> + ±[u,u>] = 0 
4 A simpler, but probably more stringent, definition of completeness would say merely that w_1(v) 
is a complete vector field on G for every v G 0. This definition appears to be too weak to allow a 
proof of theorem 6.3. 
'Compare this with theorem 6.3, which gives a complete characterization of locally homogeneous 
spaces. 
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(v) LJ is complete. 
Of course properties (ii) and (iii) follow from the others and so are redundant in this 
formulation. Note that property (iii) says that the form u restricts to the Maurer-
Cartan form of H on each fibre, and the property (ii), when evaluated on vectors 
tangent to the fibres, is a consequence of this. 
4. CARTAN GEOMETRIES 
Cartan geometries are defined by throwing away conditions (iv) and (v) in the rough 
characterization of Klein geometries given in the last section. The effect of this is to 
remove the homogeneity except in the fibre direction. 
Definition 4.1. A Cartan geometry (P,cj) on M modeled on (g,f)) with group H 
consists of 
• a principal bundle H —> P —> M. 
• a g-valued 1-form u on P called the Cartan connection.6 
satisfying 
(i) UJP : TPP -» g is an isomorphism for each p € P. 
(ii) BThu) = Ad(h'
l)u for all h <E H. 
(iii) for each v € rj we have u(v^) = v. 
Associated to this data we have the following basic notions: 
1. (the curvature) H = dw-\- |[u>,u;] a g-valued 2-form on P. This form is semi-basic 
in the sense that Vtp(u,v) = 0 if one of u,v G TPP is tangent to the fibre pH. 
Under the right action of H on P it transforms according to R\il = Ad(/i_1)Q. 
By 3.2, the curvature form is the complete local obstruction to P being a Lie 
group. 




Note that K = 0 <=> ft = 0. The curvature function transforms according to 
K(ph) = Ad(h-*)K(p) where, if </> e Hom(A2(g/()),0), then 
(Ad(h)<f>)(u A v) = Ad(h) </>(Ad(h-l)u A A d ( / T » 
3. A Cartan geometry (P,u;) is called complete if, for any smooth function / : R —>g, 
the vector field Xj on R x P given by (K/)(t,5) = (dt>WQ
lf(t)\g) is complete. 
4. The torsion of the Cartan geometry is the curvature form with values taken in 
g/f). Perhaps the most interesting cases of Cartan geometries are the ones for 
which the torsion vanishes, i.e., the curvature form takes values in f) (equivalently, 
the curvature function takes values in Hom(A2(g/f)),f)).) 
6The more familiar Ehresmann connection takes its values in the Lie subalgebra f). 
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5. The map ipp : T^p) —> g/f) defined by the commutative diagram 
Tp(pH) "4 I, 
4 4 
TPP ^ 0 
7T*p 4 \-
T,(v)M § g/r, 
is an isomorphism satisfying <pph(v) = Ad(h~~
l)ipp(v) for all u G T*{P)M. 
6. Two Cartan geometries (P«,u;t) on M modeled on (g,f)) with group i / are geo-
metrically isomorphic if there is a bundle map / : Pi -» P2 covering the identity, 
i.e. 
Pl £ P* • 
7Ti | .1 7T2 
M = M 
and satisfying f*u2 = u;i. 
7. We call a Cartan geometry reductive if the model Klein pair (g,f)) is reductive 
(i.e., there is an //-module decomposition g = \) © p given). In this case we call 
a vector-valued function f on P covariant constant if vT/ = 0 for every v G p. 
8. A gauge on an open set U C M is a section a : U -tir~l(U). The g-valued 
1-form n = <7*o; on U is called an infinitesimal gauge, or simply a gauge, since it 
generally determines the original section7. The gauge a determines a trivialization 
%j) : U x H-+7T~~l(U) according to the formula ip(u,h) = a(u) • h. In fact the 
formula 
0*̂ (x,fc) = Ad(/i_1)7r^ + TT^CJH 
(where 7Tc/ : U x H —> [/ and 717/ : U x H —> H are the canonical projections) 
shows that the infinitesimal gauge n determines Cartan connection on TT~1(U). 
This gives an alternative way (the physicist's way) to describe a Cartan geometry. 
9. If v G g then w~l(v) is a vector field on P (it corresponds to a left invariant field 
in the case of a homogeneous space). The projections to M of its integral curves 
are called generalized circles on M. If the geometry is reductive, say g = f) 0 p, 
the generalized circles corresponding to vectors v G p are called geodesies. 
10. The Bianchi identity is dQ, = [fi,u;]. In the case of a reductive geometry with 
g = f)©p the Bianchi identity splits up into its t) component and its p component. 
(In Riemannian geometry these are called the first and second Bianchi identities.) 
Example 4.2. Riemannian geometry. Let M be a Riemannian manifold. The metric 
determines a canonical On(lR) bundle P-+ M, the bundle of orthonormal frames on 
M. The relation between Riemannian geometry and the Cartan geometries with model 
Rn = Eucn(R)/0n(-R) is Levi-Civita's theorem, which may be read as saying: 
"Up to geometric isomorphism, there is a unique torsion free Cartan con-
nection u on the orthonormal frame bundle P over M such that (pp is an 
isometry for all p. Conversely, the Cartan geometry determines the metric 
up to a constant scale factor." 
7This is true if {h e H \ Ad(h) = idfl} = {e}. 
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The final statement may be seen as follows. Since H = On(R) is compact and acts 
transitively on the one-dimensional subspaces of g/f), there is a unique (up to scale) 
positive definite quadratic form q on g/f) invariant under the adjoint action of H. Fix 
i G M and choose p £ 7T_1(x). It follows that the quadratic form q o cpp : TXM -> R is 
independent of the choice of p G TT~1(X) SO we recover a unique Riemannian geometry 
from the Cartan geometry. 
Remark 4.3. A consequence of this example is that Cartan geometries generalize 
Riemannian geometry. 
We may also note that, once an orthonormal basis e = (c i , . . . , en) for g/f) is chosen, 
the prinicipal bundle P for a Cartan geometry (P,u>) on M modeled on Euclidean 
geometry may be canonically regarded as the bundle of orthonormal frames over M 
as follows. Fix x £ M. To every p € 7r_1(a:) C P we associate the orthonormal basis 
(fpl(e) for TXM. Since <p~h(e) = (f~
 1(Ad(h)e), every othbnormal frame for TXM arises 
in this manner, and the correspondence is bijective. 
Let us see how this works in the case of a Riemannian surface M. The Cartan 
connection on P has the form 
/ 0 0 0 
w = wi 0 —o;2i 
y CJ2 o;2i 0 
If x = 7r(p) then 7r*ipp = (^I,CJ2). The Levi-Civita connection is CJI2. The curvature is 
/ 0 0 0 \ 
!l = (fw-r(jAw= I dui — CJ2I ACJ2 0 —du2i J 
\ du)2 + u>2i A UJI du)2i 0 J 
The torsion, which is fi (mod f)), is given by the two forms du>i — o;2i Au>2 and du;2+u;2i A 
LJI. These vanish in the Levi-Civita case, and then the curvature consists of the single 
form du>i2 which may be written as du;2i = Kwi Ao;2, where K : P —> Hom(A
2(g/f)), rj) = 
R is the curvature function? Since the adjoint actions of H = O2(R) on f) and on 
A2(g/f)) are trivial, the curvature function K : P->R transforms trivially. Thus it is 
the lift of a function K : M -> R, which is the Gauss curvature. 
E x a m p l e 4 .4 . Projective geometry. Even though projective geometry is not reductive, 
there is a notion of geodesic. The generalized circle corresponding to an element 
v = (* rf) is called a geodesic if and only if c •={=• 0 and c is an eigenvector for d. Suppose 
that M is a manifold with a collection of smooth paths c : I -> M on it which are the 
solutions of an ODE having, in some coordinate system, the form: 
ci + Pi(c) = c2 + P2(c) = = cn + Pn(c) 
Ci c2 cn 
where the functions Pj : TM -> R are quadratic on each fibre. Then there is a unique 
torsion-free normal9 projective geometry on M whose geodesies are the given curves. 
There is a more general notion than geometric isomorphism by which two Cartan 
geometries may be related. 
8We identify g/f) = R2 and f) = R in the canonical ways. 
9We do not give the definition for "normal" here, but see [4], p. 342. 
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Definition 4.5. Let (g, f)) and (g', ()) be two models with group H. A mutation is an 
Ad(H) module isomorphism <j>: g-*g' satisfying 
( i ) # = i d b 
(ii) for all u,v G g we have [</>(u), <£(u)] = <£([u,u]) (mod f)) 
We say that the model (g', f)) with group H is a mutation of the model (g, f)) with 
group H. The mutation is trivial10 if <£ : g —•> g' is a Lie algebra isomorphism. 
In the presences of a nontrivial mutation <j> : (g, f)) —>($', f)) any Cartan geometry 
(P,cj) on M modelled on (g,f)) with group H determines a Cartan geometry (P,u/) 
(with u/ = (JKJ) on M modelled on (g', ()) with group H. Moreover, since (j> is a vector 
space isomorphism, we can make this change without any loss of information. However 
the curvature changes according to the formula 
tt = W+\([J,J]-<l>[uj,u]) 
Consider for example the mutations 
ghyperbolic ' gEuclidean ' gspherical 
(o *\ rt (o o\ rt Co - ,M 
\v A J \v A J \v A J 
relating the hyperbolic (O(n, 1)/O(n)), Euclidean (Euc(n)/O(n)), and spherical (0(n+ 
1)/O(n)) models. For example, in this context the unit sphere may be regarded as a 
Riemannian manifold of constant positive curvature, or equivalently, under mutation, 
as a flat spherical geometry. 
Remark 4.6. In the reductive case g = l)©p we may define g' = f)0p', where p; = p as 
an AdjrI module, but the multiplication is changed on p; to give zero (i.e., [p',p'] = 0). 
Then g' is still a Lie algebra and the identity map g -> g; is a mutation. This means 
that for reductive Cartan geometries modelled on Klein pairs (g, f)) = (f) @ p,[)) one 
may as well assume that [p, p] = 0. 
5. DEVELOPMENT AND GEOMETRICALLY ORIENTED CARTAN GEOMETRIES 
Given a Cartan geometry (P,cj) on M modeled on (g, \)) with group I1, we do 
not have the group G (g only determines its identity component and then only up to 
covering) but we have a kind of substitute for G in &($), with Lie algebra End(g). 
Moreover the g-valued connection form u determines the form ado;, with values in 
End (g), where for v G TpP, 
(ado;)p(v) G End(g) maps w G g i-> [wp(v),w]. 
Definition 5.1. Let a : [a,6] —> P. The development of a on G/(g), via ado;, starting 
at g G G-(g), is the unique curve11 a : (a, 6] -rG/(g) satisfying 
# • d(a) = g 
• 5*WG/(C) = (7* ado; 
10DePaepe [2] has shown that primitive higher order models have no non-trivial mutations. 
11 Existence and uniqueness of d depends on the fundamental theorem of calculus. 
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Definition 5.2. A Cartan geometry (P,u>) on M modeled on (g,fy) with group H 
is called geometrically oriented if for every point p G P and every h G H there is 
a smooth path a : [a, 6] -> P with cr(a) = p, a(6) = ph such that its development 
a : [a, 6] -> G/(fl) joins e G G/(g) to Ad(h) G G/(g). 
Proposition 5.3. If H is connected then (P,a;) is geometrically oriented. 
6. COMPLETE FLAT CARTAN GEOMETRIES 
Definition 6.1. A Cartan geometry (P,u>) on M modelled on (g, rj) with group H 
is y?ai if the curvature form fl vanishes or, equivalently, if the curvature function K 
vanishes. 
Example 6.2. Klein geometries G/H, and more generally locally Klein geometries 
r\G/H, are examples of flat Cartan geometries. These examples are also complete. If 
G is connected they are also geometrically oriented. 
Theorem 6.3. Let £ be a complete, flat, geometrically oriented Cartan geometry 
(P,u;) on M modeled on (g, rj) with group H. Then there is a connected Lie group 
G with Lie algebra g such that 
(a) G contains H as a closed subgroup, 
(b) G contains a discrete subgroup T acting by left mutiplication as a group of covering 
transformations on G/H. 
(c) (r\G,u>ry?) is a locally Klein geometry on F\G/H geometrically isomorphic to £. 
In particular M = T\G/H. 
This theorem, together with remark 4.3, may be regarded as a full justification 
for the the statement made in the introduction that Cartan geometries constitute a 
common generalization of Riemannian and Klein geometries. Thus a Cartan geometry 
may be regarded as a curved version of its model Klein geometry, or as non-Euclidean 
analogue of Riemannian geometry. 
7. CARTAN SPACE FORMS 
Is it possible for a Cartan geometry to have a constant non-zero curvature function? 
The answer depends on the nature of the H module Hom(A2(g/rj),g) whose module 
structure <j> i-> h • </> is given by 
(h • <f>)(u Av) = Ad^MAdfA-1)* A A d ( / T » 
Thus 
f h • <t> = <i> \ j Ad(h)(<t>(u A v)) = <f>(Ad(h)u A Ad(h)v) \ 
{ for all heH J**\ for all h G H J 
We denote by Homn(A2(g/rj),g) the subspace of all <j> G Hom(A2(g/rj),g) satisfy-
ing this condition. Because K transforms according to the formula K(ph) = h"1 • 
K(p) a necessary condition for a non-zero, torsion free, constant curvature is that 
Homw(A
2(g/l)),f,)^0. 
Example 7.1. In Euclidean geometry, dimHom#(A2(g/f)). f)) = 1. On the other hand, 
for projective geometry, Hom//(A2(g/f)), f)) = 0. 
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Definition 7.2. A Cartan geometry (P,u>) on M modelled on (g,l)) with group H 
has constant curvature if the curvature function 
A':P->Hom(A2(g/J,))fl) 
is constant. 
Definition 7.3. A Cartan space form is Cartan geometry which is complete, torsion-
free, geometrically oriented, and of constant curvature. 
Of course the locally Klein geometries I\G/H, with vanishing curvature, are trivial 
examples of Cartan space forms. The following result shows that, up to mutation, 
these examples consititute all possibilities (up to some technical restrictions which 
may, in fact, be unnecessary.) 
Theorem 7.4. Let f be a Cartan space form (P,u>) on M modeled on (g,fj) with 
group H. Let K 6 ITora(A2(g/f)),g) be the value of the constant curvature function 
and define [w, v]' = [w, v] — K(u A v). Then 
(a) The bracket [—, —]' equips g with the stucture of a Lie algebra, which we denote 
(b) Ad(ft)[u, v]f = [Ad(A)u, Ad(h)v]' for all w, v G g' 
Now; assume that either (i) H is connected or (ii) M is simply connected. Then 
(c) There is a realization G' of g' such that H C G' is a closed subgroup and £ is a 
mutation of a locally Klein geometry T\G'/H. 
Remark 7.5. If geometric orientability is invariant under mutation then the condi-
tions (i) and (ii) are unnecessary in this theorem. 
8. LOCALLY SYMMETRIC SPACES 
In this section we take M to be a manifold and £ = (P,^) to be a reductive Cartan 
geometry on M modelled on (g, f)) with group H. We write g = I) © p, where p C g is 
an H submodule. 
Definition 8.1. f is called locally symmetric if the curvature function 
K:P^Rom(X2(g/i>),g) 
is covariant constant. 
This definition includes what are usually called symmetric spaces, but is more gen-
eral since, for example, there is no requirement for the group H to be compact. 
Theorem 8.2. Suppose that £ is complete, torsion free and locally symmetric, and that 
M is a connected and simply-connected manifold. Fix po € P and set Ko = K(Po)-
• Let Ho be the identity component of the group {h £ H \ K(poh) = Ko)}- Then 
Ho is a Lie subgroup of H (with Lie algebra rj0 C f), say.) 
• Let Po be the path component of {p £ P \ K(p) = Ko} containing p0. Then Po is 
a Ho-principal bundle over M. 
• Let uo = to|P0. Then u0 takes values in t)o © p 
• (PQ>U>O) is a Cartan space form on M. 
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In particular, by theorem 1.\, M = G'/Ho where G' has Lie algebra g' = f)o © p as an 
H module, and the Lie bracket on g' is given by [u,v]' = [u,i>] — Ko(u A v) 
From this it is clear that the universal cover of a complete, torsion free, locally sym­
metric space is always a Klein geometry. It would be interesting to base a discussion of 
Riemannian symmetric spaces on the point of view given here, but we have not done 
this. 
9. STACKEL METRICS 
A classical question in Riemannain geometry is 
"Is it possible for a Riemannian metric g to have the same (unparametrized) 
geodesies as some other metric g ?"12 
The first examples were given by U. Dini in 1869 on surfaces. A study of this question 
in the surface case appears as chapter 3 in Darboux's treatise of 1894 [1]. Dini's work 
was generalized to the case of arbitrary dimensions by Stackel in 1893 [5]. A 20th 
century treatment of this may be found in [3]. 
Definition 9.1. A Stackel metric is a Riemannian metric which, in some coordinate 
system x = (xi7...,xn) assume the form 
n 
g = Y^Aidx* 
t=i 
where A, = [7 ,. \fj ~~ fi\ a n c^ /« *s a function of the Xi coordinate only. 
Our treatment of this classical question is based on the comparison of the Riemann­
ian and projective geometries which we now consider. 
n dim. Euclidean model n dim. projective model 
with Aт = - A and v Є Rn 
5 = SЦR),ЯҶ(£ * j 
with Д det A = 1 
n dimensional Riem. geometry n dimensional pгoj. geometry 
Given an orthonormal coframe on 
U C M, we get a unique toгsion-free 
gauge on U of the form 
Given an arbitrary coframe on 
U C M, we get a unique torsion 
-free noгmal gauge on U of the 
form 
Hil) 
The path geometry on the Riemannian M arising from its geodesies determines a 
canonical torsion-free normal projective geometry on M according to the correspon­
dence13 
0 0 \ ~ ( 0 
= {e a)^^={e a) 
1 2Of course we exclude the trivial case of the metric g = eg for c constant. 
1 3See [4], p 350. 
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Definition 9.2. Quadratic forms Q and Q on the real vector space W are called 
strongly distinct if there is no 2-plane V C W such that Q\V = cQ\V for cGR. 
This definition is associated with the following obvious lemma. 
Lemma 9.3. If Q and Q are strongly distinct then there are numbers 0 < q\ < qi < 
• • • < qn and vectors ci, • • • , en € W such that 
• {ci, C2, • • • , en} is an orthonormal basis of W for Q. 
• {<7iei> 92^2, • • • , <7nen} is an orthonormal basis of VV for Q. 
Moreover the <# are unique and the et- are unique up to independent changes of sign. 
Definition 9.4. We say that Riemannian metrics g and g on M are strongly distinct 
if they are strongly distinct at each point of M. 
Theorem 9.5. If g and g are strongly distinct metrics on M, with the same (un-
parametrized) geodesies, then each point p £ M lies in a coordinate neighborhood 
(E1,-c) on which the metrics assumes the form: 
2 
.= i »=i N ' 
where /,- is a function of X{ alone, / = n"= 1 /,-, and Ai(x) = Ylj^i \fj~~fi\- Conversely, 
any metrics g and g of this form have the same unparametrized geodesies. 
Proof. We omit the proof of the converse, showing only that if g and g have the same 
geodesies then they have the given form. By lemma 9.3 we may choose (uniquely, 
up to signs) orthonormal frames 9 and 0, for g and g on some neighborhood V\ of 
the given point p such that 0,- = q^'Oi for some unique smooth functions g, satisfying 
qi < 92 < * * • < qn- The corresponding Riemannian torsion-free gauges 
'= ( 2 1 ) andî?=(? I) 
(with a and a skew-symmetric) determine, respectively, torsion-free normal projective 
gauges 
- ( ! : ) -*-( îS) 
which are gauge equivalent since the geodesies are the same. This means that there is 
a smooth map 
or, in more detail, 
h = \ t )):u~*Hsuchthat* = A d ( / i ~ 1 ) $ + h*u« 
:tail, 
/ 0 v \ _ / A " 1 -DA"1/"1 \(0 v\( A b\ 
W s J " I o /-» ){e a){0 f ) 
( A"1 - A - ^ / " 1 \ / dA d6 \ 
(*) 
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Equating the (2,1) blocks of (*) gives 0 = f'l0A which, since 0{ = q^
l0{, implies 
that / is diagonal. We may write / ^ diag(/! , /2 , . . . , / n ) , so that / , = Aq{. Since 
A d e t / = 1, the previous equation implies 
Qi^fidetf (1) 
In particular, qx < q2 < • • • < qn ^ fx < /2 < . . . < fn. Equating the (2,2) blocks 
of (*) gives a = f'l0b + f~laf + f~ldf. Considering the diagonal and off diagonal 
entries separately, we get 
0 = f^Wi + fr'dfi, fori <i<n * (2) 
o« = fr^ibj + f^ctijfj, forl<i^j<n (3) 
Equation (2) is equivalent to 
dfi = -bA for 1 < i < n (4) 
Symmetrizing equation (3) yields 
°i> + *» = fr'Oibj + frHjbi + f^aafi + fj'aaf 
which is 
o = jr^.&i+tfofy + (/rVy - f-'fihij 
yielding 
(5) 
fibjOi + fibjOj 
The condition that $ is torsion-free is dOi + \^aij/\0j = 0 for 1 < i < n. Substituting 
(5) into this equation yields 
d , 
which shows that the distributions 0t- = 0 are integrable for i = 1,2..., n. Thus there 
are functions yi, y 2 , . . . , yn, n , r 2 , . . . , rn defined on some neighborhood 172 of our point 
/? such that 0i = r..-dyf-. Since the 0% form a coframe, it follows that the rt are never 
zero and that the yt constitute a coordinate system on some neighborhood U C V2 of 
our point p. Substituting 0t = ndyi and 6 ^ = — dfj into equation (6) yields 
or 
dn A % + ndy, A ( J 3 - ^ L - dfi J = 
. 1 dn l r <*(/?) \ A 
*,AK+2£žF*r° 
o 
Since rfy,- A dfi = </y; A (—6,-0,-) = — My; A rjc/y,- = 0, we see that'/,- is a function of yt-
alone. So the equation above may be written 
dVi A (-d\Q \ri\ + \Y,
dla \fl ~ fil) = ° 
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or 
dln\ri\--Y,d\n\fl-f?\ = 0(moddyi) 
_ i 
or more simply as rfln(|r,|At-
 2) = 0 (mod dyt), where A,- = IX;-*. \fj ~~ fi\- Define 
_ i 
wt- = \ri\A{
 2 . Then r2 = Atu
2, u,- never zero and, since dlnuj = 0 (mod dy,), wt-
is a function of yi alone. Thus we may make choose new coordinates x, satisfying 
dxi = w,- dyiy and /,- is a function of x, alone. Now we may express the metrics as 
a=£ ei = £ r.%? = £ A^dyi = £ * *? 
t=i i= i t=i t=i 
9-t* = ±*2* = £«T'-4.-*? = ±Ai U^-)
2 D 
1=1 1 = 1 t = l 1=1 ^J% J ' 
Remark 9.6. In the special case of surfaces these metrics are called Liouville metrics 
and they assume the attractive form 
..(ir-vxtf + V), »-(£ -£)(£ + £ ) 
where U = U{x) and V = V(y). 
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